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The term â€˜Judaeo-Arabicâ€™ refers to a type of Arabic that was used by Jews and was distinct in some
way from other types of Arabic. It is by no means a uniform linguistic entity and the term is used to refer to
both written forms of Arabic and also spoken dialects.
Judaeo-Arabic - Oxford Scholarship
JUDEO-ARABIC . This table was approved in Feb., 2011, by the Library of Congress and the Committee ...
references in systematic ALA/LC Judeo-Arabic romanization. (Numbered examples below are from Robert
Attalâ€™s ha-Sifrut ha-Ê»Arvit-ha-Yehudit be- ... judeo-arabic.pdf Author: Library of Congress, Policy and
Standards Division Subject:
Examples ×• Ê¼ b - The Library of Congress
into Arabic is a more diï¬ƒcult task than Judeo-Arabic into Arabic, as the variability of writing Arabizi when
referring to a speciï¬•c Arabic word is larger than with Judeo-Arabic. However, this variability is aï¬€ected by
the colloquial language that is usually used in microblogging. Judeo-Arabic texts that are more aï¬€ected by
the colloquial
Processing Judeo-Arabic Texts - Tel Aviv University
From From a Heavenly a Heavenly a Heavenly Arabic Arabic Arabic PoemPoemPoem to an Enigmatic to an
Enigmatic JudaeoJudaeoJudaeo- ---Arabic Arabic Arabic AstrolabeAstrolabeAstrolabe Mohamed Abuzayed,
David A. King and Petra G. Schmidl KKeeyyKey-Key ---wordswordswords: astrolabe, Judaeo-Arabic, Arabic
poetry, AbÅ« IÂ½Â¬Ä•q IbrÄ•hÄ«m
From From a Heavenly a Heavenly a Heavenly Arabic Arabic
From Judeo-Arabic to Arabic. This post comes to us from Seth Fishman and the Reb Zalman Legacy Project
... Many Jews who wrote in those days would write in Arabic because Arabic was the lingua franca in which
Jews discussed philosophical and scientific works.
From Judeo-Arabic to Arabic | ALEPH
The case for Iraqi Judeo-Arabic 397 Judeo-Arabic, along with other Jewish languages of the Diaspora, has
been shunned as a symbol of exile and oppression, particularly in the Israeli context ...
(PDF) Never say never: The case for Iraqi Judeo-Arabic
Tunisianâ€™Judaeo,Arabicâ€™Essays onReligionandIdeology inâ€™theâ€™LateNineteenthâ€™Century
Master'sThesis Presentedto
Theâ€™Facultyâ€™ofâ€™theâ€™Graduateâ€™Schoolâ€™ofâ€™Artsâ€™andâ€™Sciences
BrandeisUniversity Departmentâ€™ofâ€™Nearâ€™Easternâ€™andâ€™Judaicâ€™Studies
Jonathanâ€™Decter,â€™Advisor Inâ€™Partialâ€™FulJillment
Tunisianâ€™Judaeo,Arabicâ€™Essays onReligionandIdeology inâ€™the
Judaeo-Arabic Culture in Spain and its Egiptians Ramifi-cations. Poetry and Mysticism in their historical
context. Felicia Waldman. University of Bucharest. Judeo-Arabic and Medieval Spanish Jewish Mysticism.
Gideon Bohak. Tel Aviv University. The Different types of Judaeo-Arabic Magical texts founded in the Cairo
Genizah. Omar Ali de Unzaga.
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The share of AndalusÃ- Arabic in Judaeo-Arabic: a compa
The Judeo-Arabic languages (Arabic: Ø¹Ø±Ø¨ÙŠØ© ÙŠÙ‡ÙˆØ¯ÙŠØ© â€Ž, Hebrew: ×¢×¨×‘×™×ª
×™×”×•×“×™×ª â€Ž) are a continuum of specifically Jewish varieties of Arabic formerly spoken by the Jews
of the Middle East and North Africa. The term Judeo-Arabic can also refer to Classical Arabic written in the
Hebrew script, particularly in the Middle Ages.
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